Abstract. Certain polynomials invariant under a permutation group G (so called G-polynomials) play an important role in several computational methods of Galois theory. Since their practical value depends on the degree, it is important to know G-polynomials of smallest possible degree. A reasonable technique to find such G-polynomials is presented, and for certain classes of groups an explicit description is obtained. The list of G-polynomials given by Stauduhar in vol. 27 of this journal is thereby enlarged and improved. As an application of G-polynomials, three important resolvents of quintic and sextic algebraic equations are computed and a parametric family of sextic equations with given Galois group is exhibited.
G is a maximal solvable transitive subgroup of S5, a polynomial R+ could be derived from a general resolvent given by Cayley [1] in Uie way described in [18, p. 
674].
Note that for A^ = Q one can evade the explicit computation of R+, because P and a given / e Q[Z] can be supposed to have integral coefficients. They allow us to obtain a numerical approximation of R+(a1,...,am,Z) e Z [Z] , and thus R+(al,...,am, Z) itself (see [16] ). However, for several reasons it is desirable to know R+ itself: The method becomes applicable to arbitrary fields K, the computation of R+(av...,am, Z) is considerably simplified, and sometimes R+ is useful in the construction of parametric families of polynomials with a given Galois group (an example for this is Proposition 6).
In Section 3 we consider three especially important groups G", n e (20,72,120}, where the subscript denotes the order of the group. Let R* be the polynomial R + corresponding to G". We describe the computation of R* = jR+(0, X2,..., Xm, Z) and give the result in Table 2 . Since the coefficient ax of a given / can be easily removed, there is no loss of generality in taking R* instead of R¿. Let us outline the import of the polynomials R*.
The group G20 is the maximal solvable transitive subgroup of S5 mentioned above (it is unique up to conjugation). Suppose that / = Z5 + a2Z3 + a3Z2 + a4Z + a5 e K[Z] is irreducible. If R%0(a2,-.-,a5,Z) has no multiple roots (for infinite ground fields K this can always be attained, cf. [3] ), then / is solvable if and only if jR20(a2, ...,a5, Z) has a zero in K. One can decide the latter property in many fields K, so we may say that R% decides the solvability of irreducible quintic equations. The groups G72 and G120 are maximal transitive subgroups of S6. In [3] it has been shown that Äf20 (whose Z-degree is 6), together with some discriminants, allows us to find the Galois group of an irreducible sextic polynomial in most cases.
The remaining cases are settled by R^2 (of Z-degree 10).
In principle, it is easy to solve Problem I, if the group G in question is sufficiently well known (cf. [7, p. 54] , [16, Theorem 1] ). But in many applications the G-polynomial is a crucial point. Most of all, its degree strongly influences further calculations and can make them impracticable. For example, the only G120-polynomial known in the literature is of degree 10 (it goes back to the paper [14] of Serret in 1850, cf. also [16] ; in [18, p. 679] Weber wrongly claims the existence of such a polynomial of degree 4). The computation of the corresponding polynomial Äf20 requires the solution of a system of linear equations in 758 unknowns. This is hard to do for a computer, chiefly for reasons of memory capacity. However, the lowest possible degree of a G120-polynomial P is 6. Our polynomial Äf20 is based on a sextic P; the number of unknowns is thereby reduced to 177, a problem we could manage much better (the memory capacity needed amounts to 5% of the degree 10 case).
Stauduhar [16] gives a useful list of G-polynomials of low degrees for most of the transitive subgroups of Sm, m < 7, which he has partially collected from the literature. The groups omitted are not of interest from his point of view. But like his G120-polynomial, his G72-polynomial is not of lowest possible degree, and two other polynomials (cf. the remark in Section 2) in his list do not belong to the group they should (however, they fulfil their purpose within the scope of [16] ). Most of his G-polynomials seem to be ad hoc constructions.
The above discussion will show that it is desirable to get some insight into the constitution of G-polynomials. This problem is the subject of the largest part of the present paper. It dates back to C. Jordan and contemporaries. Following their ideas, we give a methodical framework for the treatment of this question (Section 1). We thereby obtain a practicable algorithm to find the lowest possible degree of a G-polynomial, as well as G-polynomials of this degree. A refined version of this procedure has been used to establish Table 1 (Section 2) , a supplement to the list of [16] . Combined with recent theorems on permutation groups, our method yields an explicit description of all types of G-polynomials (and the degrees they can take) for the class of groups G c Sm such that each larger group is either Sm or Am (Section 2, Theorem 1). Furthermore, the possible types of lowest degree are given for the solvable transitive subgroups of Sm, m prime (Theorem 2).
1. Invariants, Essential Sets, and a Problem of Jordan. For the time being, it suffices to assume that K is a commutative ring with identity 1 ( =£ 0). We continue to use the notations of the Introduction. We write K and by ■T(t) the set of partitions of type t = (tv...,tr).
Now fix a monomial Q = X"1 ■ ■ ■ X^m in K[X]. For k e N0 (= set of nonnegative integers) we put T(k)= (ye {l,...,m}\itj = k). Starting with the largest set T(k), we arrange all nonempty sets T{k), k e N0, descending with their cardinality; whenever in this process we arrive at two or more sets T(k) of equal size, we order them ascending with the size of k. We thereby obtain a partition T of {1,..., m) uniquely determined by Q. (It will be seen later [Proposition 4 and corollary] why T is arranged in this way.) For example, if m = 6 and Q = X^X^X^X^, T is ({2,3}, {4,5}, {6}, {1}). Moreover, the assignment Q -* T=* (Tv...,Tr) yields a unique tuple / = (ilf..., ir) € N¿, which is defined by the property
For the right side of this equation we write T'. Note that / is in the set IT = {ft,...,ir) e N¿\ijall distinct, i¡ < í,+1 if |7}| = |7}+1|}. We obtain Proposition 1. K[XV...,XJ= ere^(©,e/r^r').
As usual, © denotes the direct sum of ^-modules. Observe that the set IT only depends on the type of T. We call IT the set of exponents for T.
In the sequel let G be a fixed subgroup of Sm. The group Sm acts in a natural way on the set y of partitions of (1,...,m};
namely, for T = (Tlt...J,)e5" one defines s o T■-(s(rx),..., s(Tr)), s e Sm. By 3~/G we denote the set of orbits {G°T\T ej) ofGin 5", and by ^~//G a system of representatives of these orbits (i.e., a subset ^UçiST which contains exactly one element from each orbit). We fix 
Proposition
3. Let °U be a subset of F//G, and let P g P{<%) have the above shape. Put G{*%) = nre^Stab(G ° T). Then P belongs to a group H that contains G (tí). H is equal to G(<%), provided there are no partitions T # T' in tí of the same type with JT = JT, and aTi = aT> ¡ for all i g Jt. In particular, if K has infinitely many elements, P(ti) always contains G(ti)-polynomials.
The proof is based on Propositions 1, 2 and is left to the reader. A set tí ç. 3T//G will be called essential if G(t¿) = G. It follows from Proposition 3 that G-polynomials in K[X] can be found only in sets P(ti) for essential ti's. If K is infinite, such sets P(ti) actually contain G-polynomials; one can even prescribe their exponent distribution. If * ç 3~//G is essential, every set "T with tí ç Vq S^/G is essential, too. Therefore we get a good overview over all G-polynomials, if we can solve Problem III. Determine all minimal essential sets tí ç 3~//G. In his "Traité" C. Jordan proved the existence of essential sets consisting of one partition (cf. Section 2). He raised several problems concerning G-polynomials. One of them can be reformulated in the following way (cf. [7, p. 54] ): Determine all sets P({T}) with {T} ç 3T//G essential (such a P({T}) he calls "family of elementary functions belonging to G"). This is an important special case of Problem III. It is clear that one can solve Problem III for each individual permutation group G in finitely many steps. In most cases, however, this is not an easy task. Theorem 1 will give the solution for a large class of groups that admit a relatively simple answer. The proof is omitted. We call i0(T) = (0,1,..., r -1) e IT the minimal exponent of T, and w(T) the weight of T. Both minimal exponent and weight depend only on the type of T. For tí ç P we define the weight of tí as w(ti) = max{ w(T) | T g tí} if tí # 0, and w(0)= -oo. One obtains the important Corollary. Let tic ^//G. Then deg(P) > w(tl) for all P g P(ti). The degree w(ti) is taken by each polynomial in P(ti) whose exponent distribution is the family (i0(T))T£ % of minimal exponents.
Let K be infinite. In view of Propositions 3, 4 and the corollary, all G-polynomials of smallest possible degree can be formed if we know d = min( w(tí) \ tí ç ¿7//G, tí essential) and all minimal essential sets of weight d (call them ■f~x,...,i/"k).ln the sequel we describe the main features of an algorithm to find d and one set f^¡, /g (1,..., k }. It may happen, however, that the (always existing) G-polynomials in P^i) are not yet best possible for applications. By means of some modifications, which are not difficult but tedious, the algorithm produces a subsystem of Vx,...,irk that meets most practical requirements (for a short discussion, see explanations to Table 1 and Section 3). Table 1 is based on this enlarged version.
Algorithm. Compute all types for the number m and order them in some way, ascending with their weight. Let wx < w2 < ■ ■ • be the set of all weights occurring. Construct in every step a group Gy and a set tij in the following way:
Put G0 = Sm, tiQ + 0. Stop if G = Sm; otherwise, put j = 1.
(*) Take all types / = (flt...,tr) of weight w(t) = Wj. Establish for these t a system of representatives ST(t)//G of the orbits of G in 3~(t) (note that |^"(/)l = m\/(tx\ ■ ■ • i,!)). Put F; = \J(3r(t)//G\w(t) = Wj). Compute G(ST¡) (notation of Proposition 3), and put G} = G(3~f) n G,_x. If G, = Gj_x, put tij = ti^x, increase j by 1 and go to (*); otherwise, minimize STj, i.e., replace ^ by a minimal subset ^' of Fj with G(F¡) = G(3rj). If G,_! 2 G(5rj) put tij = 3~j, otherwise, put tij = tij_x U 9~j and minimize tij. Stop when G■ = G; otherwise, increase j by 1 and go to (*). The final set tij has the desired property.
2. Explicit Description of G-Polynomials for Certain Classes of Groups. We adopt the notations above (K a commutative ring with 1 + 0). Let G Q Sm be a subgroup, T g Sy/G. In [7, p. 54 
Remark. The notation of groups in Theorem 1 is that of [8] (cf. also [6] and the introductory remarks to Theorem 2). The groups AGL(1,5) and PGL (2, 5) are the groups G20 and G120 of [16] and the Introduction. All groups are uniquely determined up to conjugation only. They are actually ylm-maximal, as one can see from the table in [15] and Corollary 4.4 in [13] . It is very likely that each 6-fold transitive subgroup of Sm contains Am (cf. [17] , [5, p. 55] ). Then the number d would be < 6, for all y4m-maximal groups G.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of assertion 1 is based on some results which have been used to prove Theorem 4 in [3] . We note that tí <z ST//G is essential if and only if there is a T = (Tlt..., Tr) e <& such that G » T is not the whole set T(t), where t = (/,,..., tr) is the type of T. The necessity of this condition is clear, since Stab(y(i)) -Sm. The sufficiency follows from Am°T= Sm°T = 5^(1) for tx > 2, resp. \Am ° T\ = \Am\ > \G\ = \G » T\ for tx = 1, and the v4m-maximality of G. Thus we have proved assertion 1 up to the exceptional groups in (i) and (ii), which require separate considerations. In most cases one can work with divisibility properties, as we exemplify for the group PGL (2, 5) . By (ii) we have to treat the types (2,2,2), (2,2,1,1), (2,1,1,1,1), and (1,1,1,1,1,1) . It suffices to show that G cannot be transitive on ^(2,2,2). If this were not true, 1^(2,2,2)1 = 6!/(2!)3 = 90 would License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use divide \G\ = 120, a contradiction. Observe also that PrL(2,8) (resp. ?rL(2,32)) is a regular permutation group on 3^(5,2,1,1) (resp. ^"(29,3,1)).
As to assertion 2, consider the types t = (tx,...,tr) with tx < m -(k + 1). Among them, (m -(k + 1), k + 1) has smallest weight and is unique with this property, except when k + 1 > m -(k + 1), i.e., k > m/2 -1. This can happen only for m = 5,6. The exceptional cases are easy. D Let j? be a prime number and F^ the field with p elements. Consider AGL(1, p) = {lab | a G F, \ (0), b G Fp }, the group of maps lab :Fp -* ¥p: c -* ac + b. A transitive solvable subgroup G ç Sp is isomorphic to a subgroup of AGL(\, p). In particular, \G\ divides p(p -1). Using theorems of P. M. Neumann [12] , [13], we give a rather complete description of minimal essential sets of smallest weight for these groups G. 
Let p > 1 and G0 = H(Stab(G °TH)\H^G,
H not solvable). If G0 is not solvable, G0 stabilizes G°TC , so G0°TCo = G °TG . Therefore, \G0°TGo\ < |G|, a contradiction to (**). We obtain G Q G0 Q AGL(1, p). Now choose Tuvw g 3^(p -3,3)//G such that \G(u,v,w)\ = 1. Then G is the largest subgroup of AGL(\, p) that stabilizes G ° TU[;M" which shows that {TH \ H 2 G, //not solvable) U{ru[m,} is essential.
We mention briefly the result for p = 1. If |G| = 7, \3r(A,3)//G\ = 5, and each minimal essential subset of 3~(4,3)//G has two elements; there are exactly six such sets. If \G\ = 21, |^"(4,3)//G| = 3. The minimal essential subsets ti ç ^"(4,3)//G are those with two elements. This completes the proof of the theorem. D Next we consider the transitive groups G £ Sm for m < 7. They are the subject of several tables ([16] , [15] , [11] ). With the exception of most subgroups of S6, all of them are covered by Theorems 1 or 2. So we know the essential sets of smallest weight explicitly, and it is easy to establish the corresponding G-polynomials. As an example, take G = G20 = ^GL (1, 5) This polynomial has been found by Serret [14] in 1850. We have used it to compute R% (Section 3).
For reasons discussed in the Introduction, we give a new table for m -6. Since it is a supplement to [16, Table 1 ], we adopt the notation of the article cited. This means that the groups in our list are equal to those of [16] in the strict set-theoretical sense. This is important, because conjugate groups lead to permuted G-polynomials. Generators of the groups can be found in [16] . Table 1 Essential sets and G-polynomials for groups of degree six Explanations to Table 1 .1. In Column 3 " \ " denotes the wreath-product of groups (cf. [6, p. 94] ). Column 4 gives the imprimitive systems of the group; e.g., group nr. 11 permutes the sets in A and C. Column 5 contains the smallest degree d of a polynomial belonging to the group, and Column 6 gives minimal essential sets of weight d. The notation of these sets has been reduced. So {1351246, 1231456} stands for the set consisting of the partitions ({1,3,5}, (2,4,6} ) and ({1,2,3}, {4,5,6}). Column 7 gives the G-polynomials derived from the essential sets in Column 6. Most essential sets consist of only one element T; then the corresponding G-polynomial is simply NG(T'o(T)). Only for groups nr. 12, 13 has the set the shape [T, T'), and the G-polynomial is aNG(T'^T)) + bN^T"*^), with a,b<= K\ {0} distinct; the reduced norms coincide with the polynomials belonging to the groups in brackets. All polynomials are written in an abbreviated way. Instead of X¡ we write , 7) is defined as i2r2(js + kt) +j2s2(ir + kt) + k2t2(ir + js). The symbol § (nr. 5) stands for i3r2(js + kt) +fs2(ir + kt) + k2t2(ir + js). Finally,
[ijk] = ij2k3 +jk2i3 + «Va (nr-7)-2. The sets of Column 6 have been selected according to the following principles: Two minimal essential sets of weight d are considered equivalent if the types occurring in them are the same. We take only one representative from each equivalence class, in such a way that the number of monomials in the corresponding G-polynomial is the smallest possible. However, an equivalence class is omitted altogether if there is another one whose types form a strict subset of the types of the class in question. This is the case only for groups nr. 12 and 14. Up to these reductions, our list of minimal essential sets of smallest weight is intended to be complete.
Remark. The polynomials of [16, Table 1 ] professedly belonging to G\2 and G¡, actually are G48-polynomials, where the groups G4g are defined by their imprimitive systems C (in case of G\2) and D (in case of G\). The coefficients 6,+ = Lc<g...HmXp ■■■ X%" can be determined by interpolation, as described, e.g., in [4] . For each i = 1,..., / this method leads to a system of linear equations in the unknowns c(n'\.." . The number of unknowns depends on the knowledge of finite sets M, ç N™ such that each exponent (nx,...,nm) with nonvanishing c%\.." is in M¡. In order to get a feasible procedure, one has to make Mi small. A first step is to work with R* = R+(0, X2,..., Xm, Z) instead of R+. In the case of R20, for example, the set M6 (computed by the method below) has 173 elements, whereas the respective set for R^0 has cardinality 35. The degrees of b¡ in each set of variables [Xx,...,Xk), k < m, determine a system of linear inequalities for the tuples in M¡. The full system (which seems not to be generally known, though one or two inequalities are given in several algebra books) is due to [9] . It is very advantageous, since the sets M¡ thereby found are, as a rule, rather close to the sets of actually occurring exponents. For instance, in the case of Rf20 one gets \M¡\ = 2, 9, 23, 51, 99, 177, / = 1,..., 6, and 2, 9, 23, 45, 86,146 actual exponents in b*,..., ¿*, respectively. In the last analysis, the size of M, depends on the types constituting the G-polynomial P, because they determine the various degrees of b¡. It is advisable to select candidates for P according to the principles described in the explanations to Table 1 . Sometimes the very best P can be found only by trial. Table 2 contains the polynomials R* for the groups G = Gn, n = 20, 72, 120. They have been computed by a mod /»-version of the method just described. The underlying G"-polynomials are those of Section 2. The information given for each coefficient bf consists of the list of exponents (nx,...,nm) (written without commas, since all ny are <; 9) and the list of numerical coefficients c%\.." , in the respective order. The R* are defined over arbitrary fields K. Obviously, it is tedious to copy the whole polynomial RX2Q, say, from Table 2 by hand. However, polynomials in K[Z] of interest often have two or more vanishing coefficients, and then only a small part of R* is needed, which can be found very quickly.
We give an illustration both of this fact and the import of R[*20. Let f = Z6 + aZ Table 2 2. The author has computed some other polynomials R* for subgroups of S5 and S6, among them one belonging to the intransitive group S3 Q S5. This R* yields a Galois resolvent (i.e., the minimal polynomial of a generator of the splitting field of /) for each / with G(f) = AGL (1, 5) . It should be noted that also for degrees higher than six such computations are feasible, at least when two or more variables X¡ in R + are specialized to zero.
3. All polynomials R* given in Table 2 have been tested in various relevant numerical examples. In particular, the (a priori known) Galois groups of several polynomials in Q[Z] have been verified in this way. Therefore, the author is convinced of the accuracy of Table 2 . '20 r + b,z 
